ports & grommets
TARDIS

Ideal for Boardroom tables, conference tables, ofﬁce desk and
wherever a classical, stylish, contemporary but practical cable
management solution is required.
The TARDIS series in desk box lids opening edge has a soft bristle
insert that ﬁts snugly around the cables allowing the lids to sit tight
and ﬂush. A unique feature of these lids are the cable guides attached
to either end. The function is to push the cables to wards the centre
when the lids are closed, thereby avoiding damage to the cables
caused by the scissor action of lid closing.
TARDIS is also available with an integrated power and data solution.

Cutout Size

The POWERED GROMMET is an adaptation of the 128mm
ﬂoor grommet, providing an effective means of power and
data provision at ﬂoor level. Pariculary suitable to provide
power for cleaning equipment.
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CABLE OUTLETS provide a simple and convenient method of passing
cables through desk tops and work areas.
The Circular Cable Port is designed for minimum installation effort and to
blend with the desk design. Neatly enhancing cable exit points. The two
piece removable lid allows maximum access to pass plugs through the
cutout, but can be replaced with only a discreet slot for the cables to exit
during use.
Standard colours are black, or grey, other colours available subject to
minimum quantity

The FLOOR GROMMET is a simple but effective circular ﬂoor port
allowing access to under ﬂoor cables and sockets. Easily installed
in most types of raised ﬂoors and designed to withstand normal
ofﬁce loadings.
Two standard sizes (96mm, 180mm) suit various applications with
standard colours being black or grey. Other colours or materials are
also possible, please contact OE Electrics for more information.
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